Abstract-It is largely unknown how the brain deals with time. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) has a probability based mechanism to deal with time warping, but no effective online method exists that can deal with general active temporal abstraction. By online, we mean that the agent must respond to spatial and temporal context immediately while a sensory stream flows in. By general active temporal context, we mean active (learned) attention selects desirable temporal subsets within a dynamic length of recent history (e.g., beyond bigrams and trigrams). By temporal abstraction, we mean using abstract meaning of context, supervised at the motor end, instead of iconic forms. This paper reports four experiments of complex text processing using the framework of a general-purpose developmental spatiotemporal agent called Temporal Context Machines (TCM), demonstrating its power of forming online, active, abstract, temporal contexts. We show that it perfectly (100%) solved a hypothetic problem called New Sentence Problem -after the TCM has learned synonyms under the corresponding contexts, it successfully recognized all possible new sentences (formed from the synonyms) that it has not learned. We show the TCM dealt with the Word Sense Disambiguation Problem where words are ambiguous without context. TCMs were also applied to the Part-of-Speech Problem, where the part of speech of the words in English language is identified according to contexts. In the fourth experiment, TCMs were employed to deal with the challenging Chunking Problem, in which subsequences of words are grouped and classified according to English linguistic units.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE artificial intelligence community has largely followed a path of hand-designed symbolic representation: Given a task to be executed by a machine, it is the human designer who understands the task and hand-designs the internal concepts (symbols) required by the task before any machine learning can take place. The wave of artificial neural network research in the 80's provided a revolutionary approach: The internal representation of a machine (network) is emergent from incremental learning. The designer specifies the data formats of network input and output as well as the learning mechanisms, but not the actual internal representation. However, the lack of semantic structure in such an emergent representation has restricted artificial neural networks in generating meaningful context representation. We argue that context-dependent internal action known as attention selection is critical for understanding and modeling the autonomous decision process (Buschman & Miller 2007 [1] ) as the architecture proposed in Weng 2007 [2] indicated. Juyang Weng is with Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA and Fudan University, Shanghai, China (weng@cse.msu.edu). Qi Zhang, Mingmin Chi and Xiangyang Xue are with School of Computer Science, Fudan University, Shanghai, China (email: {qi zhang,mmchi,xyxue}@fudan.edu.cn).
Specifically, this paper addresses a new challenging issue that is of great importance for autonomous development by brain-inspired networks: temporal processing. For clarity, we consider text as the input modality. The input mode we consider here is reading one word at a time and a motor response must be produced at each step. This mode is necessary before studying more sophisticated human reading and enabling machines to read one phrase at a time using visual saccades. When an incrementally learning network reads a document by scanning one word as a time, what kind of representation should be generated immediately online?
At one extreme, every subsequence from the beginning along the text stream of a book corresponds to a different motor action (also a different context state). This type of representation is not very useful as such a state is hardly shared by another experience. At another extreme, every single word corresponds to a different motor action (also a different context state regardless the word preceding it. This type of representation is not powerful either as the machine is only a word-based reflex agent. It cannot make sense from multiple words. In the work presented here, we present a cortex inspired Temporal State Machine that form equivalent spatiotemporal contexts and learn the mapping among these states, so that phrases that correspond to similar meaning are mapped to the same motor output while the internal layer keeps subtle differences. This learned motor representation is used as temporal top-down context for subsequent cortical processing. Based on this scheme, the subset and length of attended temporal context are a result of experience of interactions with the environment (sensory stream and the teacher). For example, "hug me" can be attended as "me" when a child has only learned individual word "me". But, when he has learned "hug me" and the corresponding action, his attended context is not "me," or "hug," but "hug me."
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the related prior work. Section III introduces the temporal processing scheme from brain scale, cortex scale, layer scale and neuronal scale. Then, a temporal text processor is described in Section IV. Several experimental results with text data sets are presented in Section V to show its performance. Finally, Section VI provides some concluding remarks.
II. PRIOR WORK
Traditionally, text processing is dealt with in a batch fashion: the entire sentence or entire document is received by the agent 978-1-4244-4118-1/09/$25.00 2009 IEEE as a batch before the process starts. This includes traditional language models [3] and various computer language compilers and sentence-based interpreters.
There have been many ways for classifying approaches to adaptive and intelligent machines. The most fundamental difference that this paper brings up between the traditional approaches to intelligent and adaptive machines and the brain (also the artificial neural network approach) is whether the internal representation is hand-designed or emergent. We call the former designed-representation approach and the latter emergent representation approach.
A. Symbolic representations
The HMM [4] , [5] is one of the most popular symbolic online temporal model that was meant to deal with time warping. By symbolic, we mean that each node in HMM is an unbreakable symbol.
The meaning of a node in HMM is typically not explicitly determined, but through a pre-processing technique (e.g., kmean clustering) before parameter refinement (e.g., using Baum-Welch algorithm). However, the meaning of each HMM is predefined (e.g., represent a word "Tom") and thus the meaning of each node in the HMM is largely hand-designed. This practice is not possible for autonomous development, since the tasks that the agent will learn are unknown to the programmer before the agent "births" and the internal representation of the agent is not accessible to the human programmer after the agent "births". With autonomous development, for example, we cannot assign a submodel to each particular word, as neither the set of words is known nor the mapping between words to the internal representation.
Many other models, many of which deals with behaviors instead of perception, belong to this category, such as Finite State Machines (FSM), Markov Decision Processes (MDP), Partially Observable MDP (POMDP), Bayesian Networks (also called Semantic Nets and Belief Nets).
B. Distributed representations
In contrast with symbolic representation with HMM, artificial neural networks uses distributed representation. The brain and artificial neural networks share the same characteristic in representation: the internal representation is emergent from learning experience, regulated by the genes or designed learning mechanisms [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . An emergent representation is harder for humans to understand, as it is distributed in the sense that a particular meaning is represented by a firing pattern of many neurons and a particular meaning is not uniquely represented by a particular pattern. Thus, an abstract meaning is not represented uniquely by any single neuron but by many patterns that involve multiple neurons. Conversely, a neuron is involved in representing not a single abstract meaning, but many meanings. Because of the distributedness in representation, internal representation of brain cortical regions is largely an open problem.
Certain recurrence in the network is necessary to maintain a sort of state as a representation for temporal context. There have been many forms of recurrent networks. The Elman Network and the Jordan Network [11] are three-layer networks with context units in the input layer. The Hopfield network [12] is a one-layer recurrent network as a content-addressable memory. The Boltzman machine [13] is a stochastic modification of the Hopfield network trained by a process called simulated annealing. The Long Short-term Memory [14] is for longterm time series predictions. The Echo State Network [15] has a sparsely connected fixed random-weights in the hidden layer, good for reproducing temporal patterns. The wakesleep algorithm by Hinton et al. [16] [23] , etc. The network IHDR has been used to deal with spatiotemporal input sequences to make complex sequential decisions -task transfer learning (Zhang & Weng 2007) [24] ). However, the computational roles of feedback connections in developing meaning-based internal representations have not been clarified in these existing studies.
The recent line of research on autonomous development aims at the goal to enable machines to develop internal representation as attended context and context-dependent action generation through real-time interactions with the environments. Several major advances along this line of research are necessary for the proposed scheme to be scalable to non-trivial sizes: 1) Intermediate bridge representation: Success in the theory of bridge representation by a cortical level: Suppose that a cortical area with response space Y takes bottom-up input space X and top-down input space Z. Then, a cortical level self-organizes its neuronal synaptic vectors (v 1 , v 2 , ..., v c ) so that as a whole they estimate the distribution of the parallel input (product space) of bottom-up and top-down spaces X × Z. In other words, Y is a bridge representation of X × Z. When Z represents abstract meaning, this bridge representation is iconic-abstract (i.e., sensorimotor) [23] 2) Top-down theory and results: Top-down connections are known for long time in neuroscience, but top-down processing has resisted full analysis. As far as we know, we are the only group to have developed a theory for, and demonstrated, class-based internal grouping (i.e., neurons that respond to the same class are nearby) and superior performance with object-based top-down processing [25] . Other groups have described top-down ideas or network properties, e.g., [26] . 3) Dual optimality in cortical self-organization: Lobe Component Analysis (LCA) was introduced 2006 [27] and its dual optimality was established recently [28] . It is a neuronal layer model for self-organization, to best address the two pairs of conflicting criteria: (a) spatial: the need for generalization for large size problems with a limited amount neuronal resource; and (b) temporal: fast learning with limited living experience.
Based on these recent advances, we are ready to understand and model how the brain deals with time. In terms of the structure of the cerebral cortex, the work here models how temporal context is recursively transformed into a spatial code represented at each neuronal layer as attended context available for the next decision. Our proposed network model indicates that the response pattern of each function layer corresponds to a (vector) state at this layer. We will show that, unlike the state in POMDP, HMM, Hopfield network and many others, this state integrates information from bottom-up inputs (feature inputs) and topdown inputs (abstract contexts) into a concise continuous vector representation, enabled by the convenient emergent, distributed representation.
III. SPATIOTEMPORAL ABSTRACTIVE PROCESSING
In the following section, we explain how abstractive processing models work from different scales. The emphasis is to explain what is brain-inspired abstractive computing and how it is done.
A. The brain is first a developer
The brain is gradually developed from conception, to birth, to infancy, to adulthood through active sensorimotor experiences. This developmental process depends heavily on interactions among neighboring cells as well as the locally and remotely connected cells, while the entire process is regulated by the genes in the nucleus of every cell [29] , [30] . Such interactions determine the representations and functions of different areas of the brain [31] , [32] , [10] , [33] . The brain's internal representation is not innate. It is a compounding result of the genes (which are the same across different cells) and the experience. Thus, instead of modeling the extremely complex brain (end result of development) directly, it is more systematic to model the functional equivalence of its developmental program (i.e., genes) and the process of autonomous brain development, as several researchers have argued [6] , [34] , [7] , [35] , [36] , [37] .
B. Brain scale: Bottom-up top-down sensorimotor pathway model 1) Abstractive processing from two signal sources: sensor and motor: The brain faces a major challenge. It does not have the luxury of having a human teacher to implant symbols into it, as the brain is not accessible directory to the external human teacher. Thus, it must generate internal representations from the two signal sources: the sensors and the effectors (motors).
Thus, the brain can be noted as a regressor z(t) = r(x(t)) which maps sensory input x(t) to motor output z(t). The twoway connections to the effector enables the brain not only control the effector, but also learn from the actions that are either generated externally (e.g., when a child learns passively while the teacher drags his hand) or internally (e.g., from the reflexes generated by a lower nervous subsystem, such as the spinal cord).
2) The top-down input corresponds to both top-down attention and context: The top-down input reflects the status of the motor (e.g., car or balloon) which enhances the response of the best matched neurons. This information reflects both attention (in terms of enhancing response) and top-down context (in terms of last detected object). Further, the duration of such a top-down context is variable, depending on how long the object in the sensory input has been present and attended.
3) The bottom-up input corresponds to both bottom-up saliency and feature match: The bottom-up input reflects the detected features that have survived competition. The competition includes both goodness of bottom-up match and effect of top-down attention on the earlier layers at the previous time (i.e., they are reflected as bottom-up saliency this time).
C. Cortex scale: Bottom-up and top-down context folding
The cerebral cortex contains six layers: layer L1 is the superficial layer and layer L6 is the deep layer. Weng et al.
2008 [23] reasoned that L4 and L2/3 are two feature detection layers with L5 assisting L2/3 and L6 assisting L4, in the sense of enabling long range lateral inhibition. Such long range inhibitions enable different neurons to detect different features. The TCM model was informed by the work of Felleman & Van Essen [38] , Callaway and coworkers [39] , [40] and others (e.g., [41] ). There are no top-down connections from L2/3 to L4, indicating that L4 uses unsupervised learning (U) while L2/3 uses supervised (S) learning. Weng et al.
2008 [23] reported that such a paired hierarchy USUS led to better recognition rates than the unpaired SSSS alternative. An important function of such paired cortical layer is to enable bottom-up and top-down sources to compete separately, to prevent top-down hallucination.
The motor outputs are often abstract (e.g., communicable meanings are written, said or signed), or can be supervised via learning to give a desired abstract representation. Thus, temporal context can be represented as an abstract meaning at the motor layer, realizing many-to-few mapping -many iconic inputs are mapped to few abstracted motor representations. Furthermore, such an abstracted context at a higher cortex is recursively used as a top-down attention in the middle cortical layer when it receives the next bottom-up sensory input. Such a top-down attention input and the bottomup sensory input conjunctively was recognized (matched) by the corresponding feature detector in the middle layer, which leads to the next desired abstract motor output. This cortical mechanism effectively addresses the well known problem of time warping, that Markovian Models (e.g., Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [4] ) intend to address to a limited extent, but without the problem of reduced transitional probability with HMM.
Sequential decisions: In sequential decision making, an outcome depends on multiple decisions in sequence, as each decision depends the outcomes of all the related previous decisions. For example, each response pattern and the motor output at time t depend on the top-down attention signals from the previous motor output at time t − 1. The TCM recursively makes sequential decisions -generates different top-down attentions and bottom-up attention-abstracted features at different times. Each top-down context directs the cortical region (L2/3-L4 combination) to attend to a different part (or feature set) of bottom-up input. This leads to a sequence of different top-down attentions and a sequence of different cortical responses, regardless whether the bottom-up input (or the environment) changes or not. Weng 2007 [2] analyzed that autonomous internal sequential attentions based on emergent representation are sufficient to cause sequential decision making. With this new model, no task-specific internal representations are totally genome specified (or handprogrammed into machines).
D. Layer scale: Candid
2) CCI LCA: dual optimality: The above problem is resolved by distinguishing related memory from unrelated ones. The sparse coding principle (Olshaushen & Field 1996 [42] ) allows only few neurons to fire. Those firing neurons correspond to best matched filters for the current neuronal input and are considered the working memory for the current input. Other neurons in the layer are long-term memory for the current input. Therefore, the role of working memory and long-term memory is dynamic.
Each cortical layer l takes bottom-up input from area l − 1 and top-down input from area l + 1 and embeds these two sources of input into its synaptic vectors as a bridge representation between the bottom-up input space and topdown input space.
We have developed a model called Candid Incremental Covariance-free (CCI) LCA [27] , [28] ). Mathematically, a lobe component is the first principal component of a region in the random input space that the neuron belongs to, assigned through neuronal competition. This model has two (dual) optimalities: (1) Best representation -the smallest average error in the sense of the principal component (the least average error for each neuron to represent any samples in the region represented by the neuron), (2) Best estimation of representation -the smallest average error from the starting time (birth of TCM) up to the current time, among all the possible estimators, under some regularity conditions).
E. Neuronal scale: age-dependent optimal plasticity scheduling
Although the above dual optimality is described at the layer scale because of the neuronal interactions, the learning and response computation must be computed by in-place learning at each neuron. The CCI LCA [27] requires that each neuron to have a self-stored age and age-dependent plasticity schedule. Thus, every neuron in a layer has a different automatically determined (optimal) learning rate.
IV. THE FRAMEWORK OF TCM
The brain inspired TCM is applicable to any sensory modality in principle. However, for clarity of discussion and experimental demonstration, we concentrate on text input in this paper. The temporal context with image inputs has been reported recently in Luciw et al. 2008 [43] . An English sentence s is composed of a series of words: s = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w l ), where l is the length of the sentence. The first space after a word is a word terminator, but the spaces right after the first space is treated as a space input, so that multiple spaces can be detected. All normal English punctuation marks are considered. Thus, a period is an indicator for the end of a sentence.
Unlike the "the bag of words" approach where the order of words is not considered to avoid otherwise the exponential complexity, we will use the text scan mode and reduce the exponential complexity to linear complexity. As far as we know, our system is the fist system that uses text scan mode with fully automatically generated internal representation, in contrast with, e.g., HMM based speech recognition methods which use human designed structure of multiple HMMs.
In the text scan mode, the order of the words in a sentence is important for the correctness of the sentence. The classifier is trained for a given task. In the task experimented with in this paper, is a phrase classifier. The system is trained to classify words and phrases, with equivalent words and phrases resulting in the same motor output.
The sentence classifier contains three fully connected layers, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
• Layer-1 is the input layer without computation. It has n × n input dimensions, in a square plane. Each input dimension represents a word scanned. If n = 100, the number of neurons in the layer is n × n = 10, 000, the size of the vocabulary.
• Layer-2 is a scan-context dependent feature matching layer. The number of neurons is n 2 . When n = 64, n 2 = 4096. With k = 16 for top-k firing, the theoretical number of states that this layer can represent is at least C • Layer-3 is the output layer, but also serves as a layer to provide context-information for layer-2. The number of neurons in Layer 3 is equal to or larger than the number of different concepts that are necessary for a given task. Given a sentence s = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w l ), the classifier scans one word at a time, learns and operates incrementally in the training phase. During the testing phase, the operation is the same except that the network (weights and neuronal ages etc.) are not updated.
Bottom-up and top-down attentive context folding: How the brain treats time has been largely a mystery [44] , [45] , [46] . The following cortex-inspired spatiotemporal model is a new. Consider the three-layer network in Fig. 1 , running at discrete times t = 0, 1, 2, ....
The layer 2 takes the top-down input z(t − 1) from layer 3 as the top-down temporal context and the bottom-up input Fig. 1 . The architecture of a 3-layer TCM for text processing. Only input connections to a typical neuron in layer 2 are shown. Layer 1 takes the current word input wi. Only the component corresponding to the input word is "1" and all the other components are "0". Layer 3 gives the current abstract context of (w1, w2, . . . , wi−1). For sparse coding, only top-k neurons are allowed to fire and update. Each node in Layer 2 corresponds to a feature of the imbedded input space of Layer 1 and Layer 3. Some of the abstract contexts are for outputs.
x(t) from layer 1 which represents the current word. Its layer function implemented by LCA [27] , [28] maps x(t), z(t), based on its layer memory L 2 (t), to its response y(t + 1) and updates the layer memory to L 2 (t + 1):
where f 2 indicates the layer 2 function realized by LCA. Next, layer 3 takes bottom-up input y(t + 1) from layer 2, based on its layer memory L 3 (t+1), to its response z(t+2) and updates the layer memory to L 3 (t + 2):
where f 3 indicates the layer 3 function realized by LCA. If the teacher wants to supervise the motor, impose the desired value z(t + 2) to represent the equivalent class φ(w) of the attended context w. There are several basic operations: 1) Link: If z(t+2) represents the context z(t) followed by x(t), the network "links" contexts to make the temporal context longer. For example, if z(t) = φ(abc) and x(t) = d, then z(t + 2) = φ(abcd), linking the class of abc with the class of d. 2) Drop prefix: If z(t + 2) represents the equivalent class of x(t), the network "drops" the prefix. For example, if z(t) = φ(abc) and x(t) = d, then z(t + 2) = φ(d), dropping the prefix abc. 3) Drop postfix: If z(t + 2) = z(t), the network "drops" input x(t) as it keeps the last context z(t). For example, if z(t) = φ(abc) and x(t) = d, then z(t + 2) = φ(abc), dropping the postfix d. It is then not difficult to prove that such a network of temporal abstraction is able to abstract any subset of the temporal context along the time axis and map the subset to the equivalent class at the motor output layer.
At time t, the network scans word w t and updates the net response R(t + 1) and the network memory N (t + 1):
where f TCM indicates the function realized by the multilayer network TCM where each layer conducts LCA. After the classifier receives the first word w 1 at layer 1, the information of the word has not reached the output layer till the network has updated twice (two time steps), because the network has two computation layers. Therefore, the network cannot produce classification result for a phrase of length l until at time l + 2 or after.
A major advantage of the proposed TCM is allowing the human teacher to supervise the motor output as the equivalent class of the attended temporal context as an output vector from layer 3 which is used not only as system output, but also used as the temporal context for the next computation.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The architecture of the network we used in the following experiments is shown in Fig. 1 . In all the experiments reported here, the training mode is supervised learning at current stage, which is to impose the correct output vector at the last layer at the desired time step. Test was done by feeding the text inputs through the network. For simplicity, we use canonical representation for text, namely a different component for a different input word or a different output label, as indicated in Fig. 1 . Reinforcement learning is future work.
To show the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed TCM, the following four tasks were learnt and evaluated. All the experiments took the size of input layer as the number of words. The hidden layer (layer 2) had 64 × 64 neurons, except for the task B which is 10 × 10. Neurons in the 3 × 3 neighborhoods around the winning neuron were updated to generate smooth neuronal layers. The size of the output layer was a 1-D array and equals to the number of desired outputs, which is dependent on the tasks.
Task A: New Sentences Suppose that there are four word meanings, W 1 , W 2 , W 3 , W 4 . Each word meaning W i has ten synonyms {w ij | j = 1, 2, ..., 10}, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Thus, there are 10000 equivalent 4-word sentences in the form of (w 1h , w 2i , w 3j , w 4k ), h, i, j, k = 1, 2, ..., 10. How can we design the learning experiment for a developmental agent so that after learning relatively few sentences, it can recognize all the remaining new sentences that it has not learned?
We design the lessons as follows. In Lesson 1, learn individual words:
x:|a1|a1|_|_|a2|a2|a2|_|a3|a3|_|a4|a4|... z:|_ |A |A|_|_ |A |A |A|_ |A |A|_ |A |... where x is the sensory input and z is the corresponding motor supervision. | denotes the delimiter of a time frame. The delay in the motor output is due to that information of each sensory input takes two TCM updates to reach the motor. Do the same for B, C and D. In Lesson 2, learn two-word sentences:
x:|a1|b1|_ |a1|b2|_ |a1|b3|_ |a1|b4|... z:|_ |A |AB|_ |A |AB|_ |A |AB|_ |A |AB|... We compare TCM with MILN which classifies inputs but does not deal with time [23] , [25] , [43] , [47] . The performances TCM are shown in Fig 2. From the results, one can see that without the temporal context, MILN cannot obtain correct outputs for all the 2-word, 3-word and 4-word sentences. However, TCM achieved 100% classification accuracy from epoch 23 1 , including 30 learned multi-word sentences and all 11070 new multi-word sentences. This is a dramatic demonstration that many new subsequences and new sequences (that have not been learned) have been perfectly mapped to the correct motor actions -the power of the recursive abstract (i.e., many to one) representation. Task B: Word sense disambiguation (WSD) This is a task for identifying which sense of a word is used in a particular context. Usually, the context (such as neighboring words) provides an evidence for disambiguation. Without context information, the WSD task could hardly achieve an acceptable performance. For example, "Apple" represents a company name or a kind of fruit. In order to show the ability of TCM to solve this task, we build a corpus with a number of logic words. Word "a 1 ", "a 2 " and "a 3 " have one sense "A". Word "b 1 " has two senses "B" and "AB". When word b 1 follows word "a 1 ", "a 2 " or "a 3 ", its sense is "AB". Words "b 2 " and "b 3 " are synonyms of "b 1 ". Word "c 1 " also has two senses "C" and "ABC". When "c 1 " follows the two words "AB", the sense becomes "ABC". Based on that we built a training corpus which contains 24 instances, such as a 1 → A, a 1 b 1 → AB, a 1 b 2 c 2 → ABC, and so on. All the other combinations (e. g. a 2 b 1 c 1 , a 1 b 2 c 3 ) are used as test data.
In the experiment, we trained the network with the 9 distinctive words (canonical inputs) and 5 distinctive meaning outputs. The result is shown in Fig. 3 . From the figure one can see that the recognition accuracies provided by TCM is much better than those by MILN that does not consider the time. In fact, TCM reached 100% recognition rate after epoch 34. Fig. 4 shows the response of Layers 2 and 3 in the two training stages of TCM, before contexts of multiple words have been learned and after, respectively. As shown in the figure, although the same word b 1 or c 1 was received, the output at the motor layer (Layer 3) produced different actions as the TCM was taught. Task C: Part-of-speech tagging. Part-of-speech (POS) tagging, a task in natural language processing, is the process of assigning the words in a sentence to the corresponding part of speech. This is an ambiguous task without temporal context, since the same word can have two different tags in two different sentences. For example:
1) This book collects images of cat.
2) The students book the tickets from this Web site.
In the first sentence, "book" is a noun, the subject of the sentence, while in the second sentence, "book" is a verb, whose subject is "The students". The correct POS tag of a word should be determined by its context.
In this experiment, we incrementally trained a TCM network to classify words into 40 POS tags according to the Penn Treebank Tag set. The corpus we used was extracted from the In the training phase, the network received the stream of text, one word being presented at a time sequentially, with a few space characters between every two consecutive sentences. Fig. 5 shows the accuracy after the incremental learning. With the increase of training epochs, the performances of both MILN and TCM were improved. Moreover, TCM obtained drastically better training accuracies than MILN and reached 99.6% from the 20th epoch. This shows the effectiveness of processing temporal context in TCM for a large data set. It is important to note that this is a real-time system, in the sense that the POS tag must be determined soon after a word is received, as the signal of a word flows through the pipeline of the network and reached the motor output layer. Multiple network updates were carried out at the presence of each word, so that bottom-up and top-down flows of signals can interact before the next word is presented.
Task D: Chunking. The goal of chunking is to group sequences of words together and classify them by syntactic labels. Various NLP tasks can be seen as a chunking task, such as English base noun phrase identification (base NP chunking), English base phrase identification, and so on. The chunk tag of the current token is mainly determined according to the context. In the experiment, we trained the network with the top 100 sentences in the corpus used in Task C. While the size of output layer is 1 × 19, the input layer has 921 dimensions. The summary shown in Fig 6 indicated that the performances provided by TCM in chunking task are much better than those from MILN. TCM reached 95.2% accuracy after epoch 18. This task also shows that using temporal context can significantly increase the prediction accuracy. Since the outputs of some words are intrinsically ambiguous even with the temporal context, the accuracy cannot reach 100%.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The emergent representations in existing recurrent networks for temporal processing are not abstract, limiting their power of abstract reasoning. Although it is a network, TCM is not a black box. The experimental results presented here have indicated that the Temporal Context Machines can deal with complex text processing problems with encouraging results. These experimental results are supported by a series of theoretical properties (to appear elsewhere due to space limit) of TCM. We plan to investigate a wider variety of text processing tasks and compare with traditional symbolic methods. The future work also includes applying TCM to other sensing modalities, such as video and audio streams, to investigate its power and limitations. 
